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Author: Mauro Rubino-Sammartano is a
Partner at LawFed - BRSA, which is the result
of a merger between Rubino-Sammartano e
Associati and Bianchi e Associati, both firms
being in practice in the international field
since the 1960s. He has acted as Recorder of
Desio and Deputy Judge (Court of Monza).
Mr. Rubion-Sammartano has been a Lecturer
(International Law and Arbitration Law) at
the Universities of Padua and Milan and has
held numerous positions throughout his
distinguisehed carrer:
President, Unione
Camere Internazionali (Italian Section of
International Attorneys); Honorary Investment
Counsellor of Pakistan for Italy; Chartered
Arbitrator (U.K.); Président d’Honneur, Union
Internationale des Avocats (UIA); Chairman
Emeritus, International Committee of the
Milan Bar; Président d’Honneur, Association
Internationale des Juristes de langue Italienne
; Honorary President of the European Society
for Construction Law; Founder of the Italian
Society for Construction Law ; Chairman
Emeritus, IBA’s International Construction
Projects; Secretary-General Emeritus of the
Federation of European Bars.
He has been admitted to the Paris Bar and
is an associate member, as Italian advocate, of
Littleton Chambers in London. He is currently

President of the European Court of Arbitration
and of the Mediation Centre of Europe, the
Mediterranean and Middle East.
He has acted and regularly acts as chairman, party-appointed, sole arbitrator and
counsel in a large number of arbitral proceedings. His practice is largely based on international and national litigation and arbitration
in the field of contracts, con-struction law,
mergers and acquisitions, sales of goods, joint
ventures and interlocutory injunctions
About the Book: This greatly expanded,
revised, and updated edition of an arbitration
classic reaffirms the author’s distinctive
approach in the context of the burgeoning
global use of arbitration as the preferred
means of dispute resolution. Focusing on
the systematic procedural aspects that have
developed from a remarkable convergence of
legal systems - making arbitration today truly
international rather than merely a proceeding
in which the parties are of different nationality,
Professor Rubino-Sammartano offers a
uniquely valuable and useful book; ideal for
both study and practice.
This third edition of International Arbitration Law and Practice has been largely
enriched by covering international commercial
arbitrations, investment treaty arbitrations,

arbitrations between public bodies, between
states and individuals, the UNCITRAL model
law and Iran-US Tribunal proceedings as well
as commodity arbitration, online arbitration
and sports arbitral proceedings.
International Arbitration Law and
Practice, 3rd edition elaborates new concepts
such as a definition of international arbitration
based on procedural law (different from
transnational law) and a doctrine (the tronc
commun doctrine) to identify the applicable
substantive law on disputes between parties
belonging to different countries. It further
suggests that a law of international arbitration
has arisen from the various conventions
and laws.
Besides dealing with all
the aspects of arbitration on a
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topic by topic basis, the author
“Even a glance through the chapter headings is enough to show the welcome breadth of the author’s
presents a third generation
approach. … One need look no further for the philosophy of the author or for the service which
arbitration which builds on
this work will perform for the arbitrating community.”
analysis of major obstacles to
– Michael Mustill (Baron Mustill), Formerly President of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators and
a smooth running arbitration.
Vice President of the Court of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC)
International Arbitration Law
and Practice, 3rd edition is a
“Building on his previous first two editions of the subject, this new third edition of International Law
work that anyone involved in
and Practice covers with a keen eye the good, the bad and the ugly parts of this dispute resolution
arbitral proceedings will find to
process. The author pulls no punches in revealing his own reflections of how and where it needs to
be absolutely indispensable.
be fixed. You may not agree with every point in this one man treatise; but to ignore it would be a
fatal mistake to the massive amount of work and commentary that is contained in its 46 eminently
readable chapters. Whether you are interested in international commercial agreements, investment
or treaty cases or specialty forms of international arbitration in any part of the global marketplace,
the new edition is undoubtedly a smart place to begin your research. It is practical and insightful and
the reader is rarely left in doubt as to the author’s views on controversial topics. It is a must for any
arbitrator, law firm, library or corporate law department.”
– Gerald Asken, Former Vice-Chairman of the ICC International Court of Arbitration and
General Counsel, American Arbitration Association (AAA)
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“Mauro Rubino-Sammartano has collated the experience of many years of professional activity both
as a lawyer and arbitrator. His academic dedication has enabled him to synthesize and set forth in
academic terms the technique for the resolution of disputes. Today, international arbitration, in both
its commercial and investment protection facets, has perhaps become overly sophisticated. For this
reason we can do no other than warmly embrace books such as this in its new edition.”
– Bernardo Cremades, Arbitrator and Senior Partner of B. Cremades y Asociados, Madrid
“The third edition of Rubino Sammartano’s treatise on arbitration is the achievement of a life
devoted to the subject. Drawn from a huge variety of common law and civil law sources, it is a work
of wide breadth, covering all topics related to international arbitration – including (to give just a
few examples) the duty to cooperate under the arbitration agreement, the effect of insolvency,
state inmunity, forum necessitatis, or the Iran/US Claims Tribunal. A must in any international
arbitration library.”
– Juan Fernández-Armesto, Member of the Panel of Arbitrators of ICSID, Co-founder and ViceChairman, Club Español del Arbitraje (Spanish Arbitration Association), former Vice-Chairman, IBA
Arbitration Committee
“Its richness can be measured first quantitatively: forty six chapters, 1900 pages, a table of contents
which covers thirty-eight pages, a bibliography which takes up nearly fifty. Nothing is left out, not
international public law arbitration; not investment arbitration; not the Iran-US Claims Tribunal; not
the Court of Arbitration for Sport; not online arbitration; not final offers arbitration, and neither are
pre-arbitral referees…. Furthermore the approach is consistently comparative, ignoring no region of
the world, and giving proper emphasis to published arbitral awards. Since this is the third edition,
one can measure how seriously the update has been undertaken.”
– Pierre Mayer, Partner, Dechert LLP, Paris
“This latest edition of Prof. Rubino-Sammartano’s Masterwork merits a convenient spot on the desk
of all arbitration practitioners, both active and putative. It covers everything you can think of: from
drafting a workable clause to ICSID and even sports arbitration. But this is no dry encyclopedic stuff.
The illustrious Professor is not shy to express his own experienced views on where the practice is
going, and could go, giving one a bit of insight as to his recent shift of focus to mediation. Whether
we are in accord or not, there is great food for thought, as well as education here. The book is a good
read, as well as a must.”
– Karen Mills, KarimSyah Law Firm, Jakarta, Indonesia
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